UNITED

STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-4561

Januar 28,2010

J. David Kirkland, Jr.
Baker Botts L.L.P.

One Shell Plaza
910 Louisiana

Houston, TX 77002-4995
Re: Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation

Incoming letter dated December 21, 2009
Dear Mr. Kirkland:
This is in response to your letter dated December 21, 2009 concernng the

shareholder proposal submitted to Cabot by the New York State Common Retirement
the New
York State Common Retirement Fund dated January 20, 2010. Our response is attached
Fund and Catholic Healthcare West. We also have received a letter on behalf of

to the enclosed photocopy of

your

correspondence. By doing this, we avoid having to

recite or summarize the facts set forth in the correspondence. Copies of all of the
correspondence also wil be provided to the proponents.
In connection with this matter, your attention is directed to the enclosure, which
sets forth a brief discussion ofthe Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder
proposals.
Sincerely,

Heather L. Maples
Senior Special Counsel
Enclosures
cc: Sanford Lewis

P.O. Box 231
Amerst, MA 01004-0231

Susan Vickers, RSM
VP Community Health
Catholic Healthcare West
185 Berr Street, Suite 300
San Francisco, CA 94107-1739

"r

Januar 28, 2010

Response of the Office

of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance
Re: Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation

Incoming letter dated December 21, 2009
The proposal requests a report on the environmental impact of
Cabot's fracturing
operations, potential policies for reducing environmental damage from fracturng, and
material risks to the

company due to environmental concerns regarding fracturing.

unable to concur in your view that Cabot may exclude the proposal under
rule 14a-8(i)(7). II our view, the proposal focuses primarly on the environmental
impacts ofCabots operations and does not seek to micromanage the company to such a
degree that we believe exclusion of the proposal would be appropriate. In addition, we
are unable to conclude that Cabot has met its burden of demonstrating that
implementation of
the proposal would affect the conduct of ongoing litigation to which
the company is a pary. Accordingly, we do not believe that Cabot may omit the proposal
We are

from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(7).

Sincerely,

Jan Woo
Attorney-Adviser

DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE
INFORMAL PROCEDURES REGARDING SHAHOLDER PROPOSALS

Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility with respect to
matters arising under Rule 14a-8 (17 CFR 240.14a-8), as with other matters under the proxy
rules, is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions
and to determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a paricular matter to
The Division of

a shareholder proposal
under Rule 14a-8, the Division's staff considers the information furnished to it by the Company
recommend enforcement action to the Commission: In connection with

in support.

of

its intention to exclude the proposals from the Company's proxy materials, as

as any information fuished by the proponent or the proponent's representative.

well

Rule 14a-8(k) does not require any communications from shareholders to the
will always consider information concerning alleged violations of
the statutes administered by the Commission, including argument as to whether or not activities
proposed to be taen would be violative of the statute or rule involved. The receipt by the staff
Although

. Commission's staff, the staff

of such information, however, should not be constred as changing the staffs informal

procedures and proxy review into a formal or adversary procedure.

It is important to note that the staff's and Commission's no-action responses to
Rule 14a-8G) submissions reflect only informal views. The determinations reached in these noaction letters do not and canot adjudicate the merits of a company's position
with respect to the
proposal. Only a court such as a U.S. District Court can decide whether a company is obligated
to include shareholder proposals in its proxy materials. Accordingly a discretionar
determination not to recommend or take Commission enforcement action, does not preclude a
proponent, or any shareholder of a company, from pursuing any rights he or she may have against
the company in court, should the management omit the proposal from the company's proxy

materiaL.

SANFORD J. LEWIS, ATTORNEY
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Corporation Regarding Safer Alternatives for Natul Gas Exploration and Development, r
submitted by New York State Common Retiement Fund

Via e-mail and overnight delivery

Dear Sir/Madm:
of
the
the State of
The Comptroller of
New York, The Honorable Thomas P. DiNapoli, on behalf
New York State Common Retiement Fund (the "Proponent") has submitted a shareholder
proposal (the "Proposal") to Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation ("Cabot" or the "Company"). I have
been asked by the Proponent to respond to the No Action request'letter dated December 21,

of

the law fi

Baker Botts, LLP. In that letter, the Company contends that the Proposal may be excluded

'from its 2010 proxy statement by vire of

Rule 14a-8(i)(7).

I have reviewed the Proposal, as well as the letter sent by the Company, and based upon the
foregoing, as well as Rule 14a-8(i)(7), it is my opinion that the Proposal must be included in the
Company's 2010 proxy materials and that it is not excludable by vie of

that Rule.

A copy ofthis letter is being e-mailed concurrently to J. David Kirkland, Jr.

Summary

The Proposal requests a report sumarg 1) the envionmental impact of hydraulic fractg
operations of Cabot, 2) potential policies for the Company to adopt, above and beyond regulatory
requirements, to reduce or eliate hazards to air, water, and soil quality from those activities,

and 3) other inormtion regarding potential material risks due to envionmental concers
regarding fractuing.

The envionmental impacts of

hydraulic fractng are a signcant social policy issue

confontig the industr. The concerns regarding envionmental contamiation of air, water, and
soil have garered growing media, civic, legislative and regulatory attention over the last

thee

years. The issue has now ripened to the point where at least one company in ths sector decided
not to develop its leased areas due to environmental concers raised by members of the public,
elected officials and regulators. Accordingly, the subject matter òfthis resolution is focused
on
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Cabot Oil & Gas Proposal for Report on

Safer Alteratives in Fractg Operations
Proponent Response - January 20,2010

substantial social policy issues facing the Company, and trcends excludable ordinar
business.

The nexus of these social policy issues to Cabot is quite clear, since the Company has already
had signficant problems with envionmental concern associated with natual gas well and
hydraulic frtug. Some of

the biggest problems to date have occured at the Company's

Susquehanna County, Pennsylvana natul gas wells, including the discovery of methane gas

leaking into private well at a level that could cause explosions; a September 24, 2009 state
regulatory order that required the company to shut down operations in Susquehana County for

thee weeks; penalties of $56,650 for thee spils of a water/liquid gel mixture from its natual
gas wells; a $120,000 civil penalty for violations of severallaws; and a consent order giving
more overight for the constrction of new well to the Pennsylvana Deparent of
Envionmental Protection ("DEP"), and an agreement with the DEP to restore water supplies and
prevent fuer envionmental damage around its operations.
Recently Cabot has been one of the most viible envionmentally troubled natual gas extrtion
fis. The public concern have led to attention by policymakers, and an expectation that

restrctive governent regulation is comig for the entie sector. Ths is evidenced in the merger
agreement between XTO Energy Inc. ("XTO Energy") (a competitor of Cabòt) and ExxonMobil
Corp. ("ExxonMobil"), one of

the largest fiancial tranactons in this sector. In an apparently

from the deal if futue restrctions
imposed by governent render hydrulic frtug "ilegal or commercially impracticable."
unprecedented demand, ExxonMobilenured it can walk away

Furer, the resolution seeks inormation in a sum form suitable to informg investors at
the level that their interests and fiduciary duties for due diligence necessitate, and thus the
resolution does not demad excess detail or otherwise micromanage the Company. The

resolution is consistent with a long line of precedents seeking a simlar level of disclosure of
environmental impacts and policies that were found by the staff

to be not excludable under Rule

14a-8(i)(7).
The ProDosal

The resolved clause and supportg statement state:

Therefore be it Resolved:
Shareholder request that the Board of Directors prepare a report by September 1, 2010, at

reasonable cost and omittg proprietar information, summing 1. the envionmental impact
of fractug operations of Cabot Oil & Gas; 2. potential policies for the company to adopt,

above and beyond regulatory requirements, to reduce or eliinate hazards to air, water, and soil
quality from fractug; and 3. other inormtion regarding the scale, likelihood and/or impacts

potential material risks, short or long term, to the company's fiances or opertions, due to
envionmental concern regarding fracturing.
of
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Safer Alternatives in Fractung Operations

Proponent Response - Janua 20,2010

Supportng statement:
Proponents believe the policies explored by the report should include, among other thgs, use of
less toxic frtung fluids, recycling or reuse of waste fluids, and other strctural or procedural

strtegies to reduce frturig hazards.
The full text of the resolution is included as Appendix 1 to this letter.

Backt!round
As discussed in the resolution, hydraulc fractug is a process that injects a mi of water,
chemicals, and parcles underground to create fractues though which gas can flow for
collection. It represents a growing porton of natu gas extrction, with an estiated 60-80% of
natual gas wells dred in the next decade expete to require the process. The use of natual
gas as an energy source is alo a growth industry, because it has a 50% lower carbon footprit
than the competig fuel source of coal.
Environmenta concerns regarding hydraulic fractug have exploded with the last few years,

as it has beome increasingly apparent that th tehnology poses speial environmenta
concerns. The technique involves the injection of milions of galons of fluids into the ground, in
some instaces in proximty to drg water supplies, and tyicaly with very little public
diclosure of the chemical contents of these fluids. As wil be detaled fuer below, these
pertting, and the lielihood of
new
growing concerns are leading to public opposition of
regulatory restrctions on when, where and how hydrulic fractug may be performed.
As a result, the corporate policies for management of environmental concerns relate to

hydraulic fractug may well playa major role in determig the success or faiure of Cabot's
efforts to maintain or expand its operations in th promising area of growth. The signficant
problems demonstrated by goverent enorcement actons regarding its operations in
Pennsylvania are already red flags for investors regarding how the Company is managing these
issues. The Company has paid penalties for violations, and been subject to a cessation order
shuttg its operations down for three weeks. The Proponent, as a substantial and long-ter

investor in Cabot, is quite appropriately seekig better disclosure of the Company's policies

regarding hydrulic frtug and the envionment, in order to meet its fiduciar duties to assess
risks and opportties in it portfolio. The Proponent and other investors are duly concerned

about whether their investments may be undermined by Company decision-making and policy
that may fall behid public and regulatory expectations for envionmental protection.

Cabot curently engages in only the most mial discussion ofthe fmancial risks to the
Company associated with a changing regulatory scheme and the potential for envionmental
har. Investors are duly concered and seek information to assess how Cabot is addressing

envionmental challenges, and whether the Company is effectively positioned to seize the new
market opportnities associated with natul gas development.
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Analvsis
1. The ProDosal raises sIimifcant social DOlicv issues facinl! the ComDanv and therefore

transcends ordinary business.
The Company assert that the resolution is excludable because its subject matter relates to the
Company's ordinar business operations. However, because the resolution relates to substatial
social policy issues facing the Company, the Proposal transcends excludable ordinary business
under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). SEC Release 34-40,018 (May 21, 1998). The Company has not even
come close to meetig its burden that it is entitled to exclude the Proposal. Rule 14a-8(g).

Rule 14a-8(i)(7) is "to confme the
resolution of ordinar business problem to management and the board of directors, since it is
The Staffhas explained that the general underlyig policy of

impracticable for shareholders to decide how to solve such problem at an anual shareholders

meeting." SEC Release 34-40,018 (May 21, 1998). The fist centrl consideration upon which
that policy rests is that "( c )ertin taks are so fudamental to management's ability to ru a

company on a day-to-day basis that they could not, as a practical matter, be subject to direct
shareholder oversight." Id. The second centrl consideration underlying the exclusion for matter
related to the Company's ordinar business operations is "the degree to which the proposal seeks
to 'micro-manage' the company by probing too deeply into matters of a complex nature upon

which shareholders, as a group, would not be in a position to make an informed judgment." Id.
The second consideration comes into play when a proposal involves "methods for implementing
complex policies." Id

A proposal cannot be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) if it focuses on significant policy issues.
As explaied in Roosevelt v. E.! DuPont de Nemours & Co., 958 F. 2d 416 (DC Cir. 1992), a
proposal may not be excluded if it has "signcant policy, economic or other implications". Id. at

426. Intereting that standard, the Cour spoke of actions which are "extrordinar, i.e., one
II Id at 427.
involvig 'fudamental business strategy' or 'long ter goals.
Thus, the SEC has held that "where proposals involve business matter that are mundane in

natue and do not involve any substantial policy or other considerations, the subparaph may
be relied upon to omit them." Amalgamated Clothing and Textie Workers Union v. Wal-Mart

Stores, Inc., 821 F. Supp. 877, 891 (S.D.N.¥. 1993), quotig Exchange Act Release No. 12999,
41 Fed. Reg. 52,994,52,998 (Dec. 3, 1976) ("1976 Interretive Release") (emphasis added).
The SEC claried in Exchange Act Release No. 34-40018 (May 21, 1998) ("1998 Interpretive
Release") that "Ordinar Business" exclusion determations would hinge on two factors:

Subject Matter of the Proposal: "Cerain taks are so fudaental to maagement's ability to ru
a company on a day-to-day basis that they could'not, as a pratical matter, be subject to direct
the workforce, such
as hirng,
shareholder oversight. Examples include the management of
promotion, and termation of emloyees, decisions on the production quality and quantity, and

Cabot Oil & Gas Proposal for Report on
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the retention of suppliers. However, proposal relating to such IIttrs but focusing on
sufficientl signifant social polic issues (e.g., signifant discrimination IItters) general
would not be considred to be exludable, because the proposals would transcend the day-to-day

business matts and raise policy issues so signficant that it would be appropriate for a

shareholder vote." 1998 Interretive Release (emphasis added).

"Micro-Managig" the Company: The Commission indicated that shareholders, as a group, wil
not be in a position to make an informed judgment if the "proposal seeks to 'micro-manage' the
company by probing too deeply into matters of a complex nature upon which shareholders, as a
group, would not be in a position to make an inormed judgment." Id Such micro-management

or seeks specifc tie-frames or methods

may occur where the proposal "seeks intrcate detail,

intace, could involve

for implementing complex policies." Id However, "tig questions, for

signficant policy where large differences are at stae, and proposals may seek a reasonable level
of detail without rug afoul of these considerations." Id

The SEC has also made it clear that under the Rule, "the burden is on the company to
demonstrate that it is entitld to exclude a proposal" Id (emphasis added). Rule 14a-8(g).
a. The subject matter ofthe present proposal is a non-excludable social policy issue.

bulletis have built upon prior releases to reinforce the notion that resolutions
focusing on miniml7.ing environmental damage, as in the present resolution, are not excludale,
because they address a signficant social policy issue. In Staff Legal Bulletin 14C, the staff
Recent staff

noted that it would not find to be excludable resolutions relating to reducing the
environmental impacts of the Company's operations. The bulleti noted:
... To the extent that a proposal and supportg statement focus on the company
ming or elimiatig operations that may adversely afect the environment or the

public's health, we do not concur with the company's view that there is a basis for it to
èxclude the proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(7). 1
Legal Bulleti 14C, Staffused as a

The current resolution follows this modeL. In fact, in Staff

1 The first sentence of
that paragraph was the discussion of

"risk evaluation":

To the extent that a proposal and supportng statement focus on the company engagg

in an interal assessment of the risks or liabilities that the company faces
as a result of its operations that may adversely affect the environment or
the public's health, we concur with the company's view that there is a basis
for it to exclude the proposal under rule 14a-8(i)(7) as relating to an
evaluation of risk.
This has since been reversed by the recent Staff
also ask about disclosure of

Legal Bulletin 14E, which clarified that shareholders may
the resolution itself

the financial risks, provided that the subject matter of

relates to a "sigificant social policy issue."

Cabot Oil & Gas Proposal for Report on
Safer Alternatives in Fratug Operations
Proponent Response - January 20,2010
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reference for a nonexcludable resolution Exxon Mobil (Mar. 18,2005), in which the proposal

sought a report on the Dotential environmental dama2e that would reSult from drin2 for on
and 2as in Drotected areas and the imDlications of a Doliev of refrainin2 from drilln2 in

those areas. As the Staff described it, this was permsible because it focused "on the company
miizg or elimiatig operations that may adversely affect the environment." Like the
exemplary ExxonMobil proposal the present Proposal also focuses on reducing potenti

environmental damage associaed with driUing for gas.
There are may other examples of resolutions addressing the envionmental impacts associated
with company operations which have been found perssible, and not excludable as relating to

ordinary business. Numerous resolutions have addressed simarly complex environmental issues
at may companies without being found to be excludable. As wil be discussed fuer below,

precedents include The Dow Chemical Company (February 23, 2005) (assessment
of how trends in human bloo testig for chemicals may afect the company, and of how
company policies wil respond includig phaseout plans and safer alternatives); Pulte Homes Inc.
favorable staff

(Februar 11,2008) (plicies to minimize its imact on climate change from its products and

operations); Avon Products, Inc. (March 3, 2003) (evaluatig the feasibility of removing, or
substitutig with safer alternatives, al parabens used in company products); Union Camp
Corporation (Februar 12, 1996) (schedule for the tota phaseout of processes involving the use
of organochlorines in its pulp and paper maufacturing processes); Great Lakes Chemical
Corporation (March 24,1992) (policy to imedately end its production and sale ofhalons); The
Dow Chemical Company (Februar 28, 2005) ( report on procures relate to potential adverse
impacts associate with geneticaly engineered organisms including assessment of post-

marketing monitorig systems, plans for removing GE see from the ecosystem if necssary, and
assessment of risk management systems); The Dow Chemical Company (March 7, 2003)
(summaring plans to remedate existing dioxin contamiation sites and to phase out products
and processes leading to emissions of persistent organic pollutants and dioxins); E.I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company (Februar 24, 2006) (a report on the imlications of a policy for reducing
potential har and the number of people in danger from potential catatrophic chemical releases

by increasing the inerent securty of DuPont facilties).
In addition, many of the recent environmental proposals found to trnscend ordinary business
relate to greenouse gas emssions, for intace: Exxon Mobil Corp. (March 23,2007) (adopt

quantitative goals for reducing greenhouse gas emssions); Exxon Mobil Corp. (March 12, 2007)
(request for policy to increase renewable energy sources globally and with the goal of achievig
between 15% and 25% of

its energy sourcing between 2015 and 2025; General Electric Co.

(Janua 31,2007) (report on global warg); and Ford Motor Co. (March 6, 2006) (annual

report on global warg and coolig).
The recent grnt of

reconsidertion regarding a resolution at Tyson Foods (December 15,2009)

may be one ofthe best indicators yet oftheStafts curent thg regarding what it takes for an

issue to trancend ordinar business as a signifcant social policy issue. The criteria for a
signcant social policy issue cited by the proponent in Tyson Foods included public controversy

surrounding the issue, as demonstrted by indicia such as media coverage, regulatory activity,

high level of public debate and legislative or political activity.

Cabot Oil & Gas Proposal for Report on
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The Tyson Foods resolution asked the board of directors to adopt a policy and practices for both
Tyson's own hog production and its contract suppliers of hogs to phase out the routie use of
anal feeds that contain certain antibiotics and to implement certain anial raising pratices.
The proposal also requested a report on the tietable and measures for implementig the policy
and anual publication of data on the use of antibiotics in the feed given to livestock owned or
purchased by Tyson.

In its intial no action letter (Nov. 25,2009), the Staff grted an ordinary business exclusion,
notig parenthetically that the resolution related to "the choice of production methods and
decisions relating to supplier relationships." The no action letter stated fuer, "In this regard,

we note that the proposal concers the use of antibiotics in raising livestock." However, on
appeal to Meredith Cross, Director, Division of Corporation Finance, the no action decision was
reversed. Thoma J. Ki, Chief Counsel & Associate Director of the Division granted the
reconsideration, notig:

At this time, in view of the widespread public debate concering antiicrobial resistance
and the increasing recognition that the use of antibiotics in raising livestock raises

signifcant policy issues, it is our view that proposals relatig to the use of antibiotics in
raising livestock canot be considered matters relatig to a meat producer's ordinar
business operations. In arvig at ths position, we note that since 2006, the European

Union has baned the use of most antibiotics as feed additives and that Legislation to

prohibit the non-therapeutic use of antibiotics in animals absent certin safety fmdings
relating to antiicrobial resistace has recently been introduced in Congress.

Accordingly, we do not believe that Tyson may omit the proposals from its proxy
materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(7).

Thus, in the recent Tyson Foods precedent the developments leading to the subject matter of a
proposal being treated as a nonexcludale social policy issue included emergig restnctions on
markets, and a legislative proposal pending in Congress.

b. Public concerns and changig public policies regarding the environmental impacts
of hydraulic fracturing represent a substantial social policy challenge facing the

Company.
Simar to the issue in Tyson Foods of antibiotics in feed, the envionmental impacts of hydraulic

fractug have reached a high-level of media attention, public concern and potential regulatory
restrction. As such, the issue has reached the level of public controversy and concer that render
the subject matter of the resolution a signficant social policy issue for the puroses of 14a
8(i)(7). Federallegislation has been proposed that would result in restrctions on these pracces,
concern about these practices have garered high visibility attention in major media and statelevel restrctions and localized public opposition and concern are mag the business more
difficult, already causing one

company, a lease holder, to voluntarily withdraw from hydraulic

Cabot Oil & Gas Proposal for Report on
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fractug plans in the face of

heated controvery in the New York City watershed. In addition,

Cabot has already had to shut down its Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania hydrulic fractug

operations for three weeks due to an order regarding envionmental noncompliance.
Federal Dolicvmakinl!

In most cases, the Envionmental Protection Agency ("EP A") regulates chemicals used in
underground injection under the Safe Drig Water Act. However, as a result of extensive
lobbyig by the industr, the 2005 Energy Policy Act had strpped the EP A of its authority to

reguate hydraulic fractg under the Safe Drig Water Act. As a result, natul gas is the
2

only industr that curently benefits from such an exemption.

However, the sense of obserers in the industr, Congress, and the media is that ths exemtion
may soon be elimated. At the federallevel, legilation calling for increased disclosure and
more oversight of hydrulic frctug was introduced in June 2009. Numerous nongovernental
organizations such as the Natul Resources Defense Council, the Oil and Gas Accountability

Resource Councils have called on Congress to close the
Chemicals
Safe Drig Wate Act exemtion. The Fraturig Responsibility and Awareness of
Act-or FRAC Act-was introduced in Congress to reintate the EP A's authority to regulate
Project and the Weste Organization of

December 2009, there were 49

hydraulic frctug under the Safe Driing Water Act.3 As of

co-sponsors in the House and 5 in the Senate. The proposed federal legslation is included in

Appendix 3.
Passage of ths legislation could have dramatic implications for companies engaged in hydrulic
fractug by subjecting them to EP A oversight, potentially restrcting areas in which hydrulic

fractug may be perormed, limting materials that may be used, or otherwise increasing the
costs. As wil be discussed fuher below, the potetial for new regulations and restrctions on

hydraulic fractug could be so severe for this industr that when ExxonMobil recently
proposed acquirg shale gas company XTO Energy, it included a clause in the merger

agreement that would negate the merger in the event of new regulations that make hydraulic
fractug economically infeasible.
In addition to considerig legislation to brig the sector under EP A reguatory controls, in

November 2009, Congress included in the FY2009-20 1 0 Interior-Envionment Appropriations
bil fuding for the EP A to study the impac of

hydrulic fractug.

The EP A recently demonstrted its concer regarding hydraulic fractug and the environment
in comments submitted in December 2009 regardig a dra supplemental generc envionmental
impact statement (DSGEIS) for hydrulic frctug in the Marcellus Shale of

New York State.

2 Abrahm Lustgaren, "Democrats Call for Studies as Industi Assails Proposals to Regulate Hydrulic
Fracturing," ProPublica, July 13, 2009.
3 Senator Robert Casey, Jr, "Statement for the Record, Introduction of

Awareness of

the Fracturig Responsibilty and

Chemicals (FRAC) Act," June 9, 2009, available at:

htt://casev.senate,gov/newsroom/press/release/?id=3D7827 i C-E412-4 B63 -95B8-419E7 5CE2BB6
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The DSGEIS was prepared under New York law as a step toward allowing drlling and hydraulic
fractug in a geologic area which includes the watershed for New York City's water supply.

The cover lett of the EP A's detailed comments (enclosed in Appendix 5) to the state
Deparent of Envionmental Conservation noted a series of envionmental concerns and
reservations:
In conclusion, EP A believes that NYSDEC has prepared an informative DSGEIS on
hydrologic fractung ofthe Marcellus Shale. However, we have concerns regarding

potential impacts to human health and the environment that we believe warrant further
scientific and reguatory analysis. Of
partcular concern to EPA are issues involving

water supply, water quality, wastewater treatment operations, local and regional air
quality, management of naturally occurrig radioactive material disturbed durig
driing, cumulative environmental impacts, and the N ew York City watershed. EP A

recommends that these concerns be addressed and essential environmental protection
measures established prior
to the completion of
the SEQRA process.

Public policv developments in Western states
Whle federal investigation and intervention are gaining momentum, effort to restrct or regulate
hydraulic frctug are also acceleratig in the western states where natul gas drling and
hydraulic frtug occur.

· In 2008, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conseration Commsion (COGCC) passed regulations
designed to protect drg water from contamination from natual gas drllg and increase
disclosure of the chemicals used.
· Grand Junction, Colorado adopted a waterhed management plan that encourages the use of
"green" hydrulic fluids, comprehensive disclosure of the constituents used, and requirg a

tracer chemical be used to ensure that any containation could be traced back to its source.
. Counties in New Mexico and Wyoming have adopted rules constrining varous part of

the

natul gas dring process, exposing the companes involved to a patchwork of divere

regulations.
Public policv developments in New York State
Public controversy on hydrulic fractug has reached a fever pitch in the New York City

("NYC") area as the DSGEIS does not ban drillig in its drg water waterhed. Public
opposition led one company, the only one with exitig leases, to withdraw its plan to drl and

engage in hydraulic fractug within the watershed.

A porton of

the Marcellus shale, which some believe to be the largest onshore natural gas

resere, sits below New York State and, in partcular, under part of the wateshed that provides

New York City's dring water. Policymakers, the media, community groups and the
envionmental communty escalated their opposition to hydraulic frctug withi this

watershed. In December 2009, the New York City Departent of Envionmental Conseration

Cabot Oil & Gas Proposal for Report on
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anounced that the results of a thorough assessment using the latest science and available
technology indicated that hydraulic fractung posed "an unacceptale theat to the unfiltered,

freshwater supply of nie million New Yorkers, and cannot safely be permitted within the New
York City waterhed,,4 and, therefore, previously proposed permt conditions for hydraulic

fractug in the area were insuffcient.
This has been the firt tie that a member of

New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg's

adinistration offcially requested a prohibition of natul gas drlig in the driing

watershed.5 The same day, US Congressman Maurce Hinchey (D-NY) submitted comments on
the draft pert conditions where he found the curent dr insufcient, statig "we canot

afford to get ths wrong. Whle the economic benefits of drlling are potetially great, the
potentially disastrous economic and public health consequences of failing to protect our water
supplies would be exponentially greater.,,6 At the same tie, the Manhattn Borough President
submitted comments encouragig the "DEC to prohibit all high-volume horiontal hydrulic
drlling in the Marcellus Shale with the boundares ofN ew York City's unfitered water
supply" and ''to establish mandatory regulations in place of a discretionar permttg and

environmental review process for such drilig throughout the State.,,7 In early December, over
25 envionmental groups called on Governor David Pattson to strengthen the drft document,
stating that "we believe how you handle this issue wil
largely determine the environmental and
public health legacy of your fit Administrtion. ,,8 Given this momentum for strong and

comprehensive pert conditions, companes face the distict possibility that the policy

governg the NYC watershed and beyond wil be signcantly restrctive in the near futue.
Media atttion paid to these contentious hearings in November and December seems to indicate

this is an issue local policymaker and offcials must address, or rik alienatig constituents.
Natual gas companes are buyig up parcels of

land in other key drg watersheds across

New York State.9 However, legilation introduced in the New York State Assembly and Senate
prohibits natul gas drlling in the NYC watershed but also "in any recharge area of a sole
source aquifer, in any area where groundwater contrbutes a signifcant base flow to surface

water sources of dring water and in any other area where the deparent shall find presents a
signficant theat of
hydraulic frcturig compounds enteg into a signifcant source of drng
wate. ,,10 This legislation, if passed, could have imlications for watershed areas that feed into
4 New York City Comments to the New York State Deparent of Environmental Conservation Drft

Supplemental Generic Environmental Impact Statement, December 22, 2009
5 Edith Honan, ''NC Urges Ban on Shale Ga Drilling in Watershed," Reuters, December 23, 2009.
6 Formal Comments of

Congressman Maurce Hichey to the Honorable Pete Grans, Commssioner,
Environmental Conservation, New York, December 22,2009.

Departent of

7 Scott Strnger, City of
New York, Offce of

the President, Borough of

Manhattn, December 22,2009.

8 Correspondence of

Environmental Organizions to David Paterson, December 3,2009.
9 Delen Goldberg, "As NY Mulls Hydrofrking Regulatons, Gas Companies Lease Land. in NYC
Watersheds," The Post-Standard, December 28,2009.
10 New York State Assembly, "An act to amend the environmental conservation law, in relation to the
regulation of

the drilling of

natural gas resources," Available at:

htt://asembly .state.ny .us/leg/?bn=A087 48
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other drig water sources across the state.

Environmental problems at Cabot facilty in Susauehanna County. Pennsvlvania
The Company has been facing serious environmental problems associated with gas wells and
hydraulc frctug at its facility in Susquehana County, Pennsylvana.

These include the discovery of methane gas leaking into private wells at a level that could
cause explosions; a September 24, 2009 state regulatory order that required the company to shut
down operations in Susquehanna County for thee weeks; penalties of $56,650 for three spils
of a water/lquid gel mixture from its natul gas wells; a $120,000 civl penalty for violations
of several
laws; and a consent order givig more oversight for the constrction of new wells to
the Pennsylvania Deparent of Envionmental Protecton ("DEP"), and an agreement with the
DEP to restore water supplies and prevent furter envionmental dame around its operations.

These problems have resulted in negative publicity for the company in many of the recent news
aricles discussing the envionmental controversies associated with hydraulic fracturing.

See Appendi 2 for News Releases from the Pennsylvania DEP regardig the Cabot Oil &
Gas Corporation Susquehanna County facilty's envionmental problems.

Companies en2a2ed in hvdraulic fracturI2 have rec02nizd that the hi2h-prorde nature of
environmental concerns wi
In late October 2009, in the face of

lead to chan2In2 public policies.

the massive public controvery about its plan to engage in

dring and hydraulic frtug near the New York City watershed, Chesapeake Energy, the

only company to hold leases within that watershed, announced it would voluntarily refrin from
dring within the boundary.

Earlier in October, Chesapeake's CEO had called on the industr to "disclose the chemicals that
we are using and search for alternatives. . .. ,,11 Days before, Schlumberger, second only to

Hallburon in providing fractug servces to natual gas companies, said it is pushig its
suppliers to increase disclosure of chemcals contained in fracring fluids. A Southwestern
Energy board director was quoted sayig, "(L)et's just put it out there, we're better Off.,,12

These calls for increased disclosure are also brigig about an increased recognition that the
industr wil soon have to play by new restrctive rules. According to the CEO of Schlumberger,
"I'm prett sure that there wil be some form of new regulation in order to satisfy the authorities
and the public's desire to know that what is being done is safe." He went on to say, "And that
seems to me a perfectly natural thig to want. ,,13

11 Katie Howell, "Spils, Looming Regulations Spur Natal Ga Industry Toward Disclosure," The New

York Time, October i, 2009.
12 David Wethe, Schlumberger Presses for Shale-Ga Openness as Regulation Looms, Bloomberg.com,
September 29,2009.

13 Braden Reddall, "Schlumberger CEO Sees New Ga Drlling Regulation," Reuters, October 23, 2009.
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In a December CNN Money story, Kevi Book, a maaging director at Clear

View Energy

Parers, which monitors political deyelopments in the energy sector, sumed up the situation.

"Book said several bils in Congress include provisions that direct the EP A to study the issue
more broadly, and could ultimately lead to fuer regulation, 'These are the placeholders,' said
Book. 'Is a change in the law comig? Probably. ",14 Simlarly, an energy analyst for Jeffres &
Co. was recently quoted, sayig that "national political pressure for tighter regulation was
already increasing..." At the same time, Penn State University professor Ter Engelder believes

the proposed regulations in New York State increase the prospect of national regulation through
the federal FRAC Act statig, "(i)t shines a brighte
light on the Frack Act (sic) because New
York is a signficant enough fraction of the U. S population that care will be taen." 15

ExxonMobil has conditioned the DroDosed Durchase of a Cabot comDetitor with concern
that the shntin!! re!!ulatory landscaDe mi!!ht render hydraulic fractunn!! ile!!al or
commercially imDracticable.
A strg indication that futue regulations have the potential to dramatically inuence natul

gas development using hydrulic fring was contained in the merger agreement between oil

giant ExxonMobil and shale gas heavyeight XTO Energy. ExxonMobil protected its right to
back out of the deal if state or federal regulations signcantly restrct hydraulic frcturig,
renderig it ilegal or commercially impracticable. While the companes state that the langue is

standad and they do not anticipate problems, reports for the business press found that this is
not a tyical provision. According to a recent Wall Street Journal aricle, "Wiliam F.
Henderson, Senor Vice President of
Energy Policy for Concept Capita, a Washigton research
group that advies institutional investors, said unti the Exxon-XTO mer!!er a!!reement. he
had never seen Drovisions in a deal about the Dolitical riks involvin!! fracki!!. ,,16
Media covera!!e of hydraulic fractunn!! and the environment demonstrates
Drominence of this social DOlicy issue.

As noted in the reolution, a serch of the Nexis Mega-News library on November 11, 200

found 1807 aricles mentioning "hydraulic fracturing" and envirnment in the last two
years, a 265 percnt increse over the prior thre years~ In the two months subsequent to
that seach, an additional

482 aricles meeting that seah criterion were publihed in the

Nexis Mega-news library. Exemplary news aricles ar included in Appendix 4.
Wall Stret .Tournal
In the investment industr's publication of reord, the Wall Street Journal, coverage of the

hydraulc fractug issue has been an ongoing and high-profùe story for the last two years. See,
for instace: Gold, Russell, "Corporate News: Exxon Can Stop Deal if Drilig Method Is
Restrcted --- Provision Makes $31 Bilon XTO Pact Contigent on Contiued Viabilty of
'Prackig' Technique to Extract Gas," 17 Dec. 2009: B3; "Gas Could Be America's Energy
14 Steve Hargreaves, "Exxon's Drlling Juggeraut," CNNMoney.com, December 23,2009.
15 Edith Honan, "NYC Urges Ban on Shale Ga Drlling in Watershed," Reuters, December 23,2009.
16 Russell Gold, "Exxon Can Stop Deal if

December 16, 2009.

Drlling Method Is Restrcted," The Wall Street Joural,
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Savior, With Caveats," 9 Nov. 2009: AI; Casselman, Ben and Gonzalez,

Angel, "Baker Hughes

to Create Oileld Giant --- Deal for BJ Services, Valued at $5.5 Bilon, Would Create
Chalenger to Industr Rivals," 1 Sep. 2009: B1; Casselman, Ben, "Temblors Rattle Texas

Town --- Residents Suspet a Drilig Boom Is Triggering Smal Quakes, but Scientists Lack
Proof," 12 Jun. 2009: A3; Casselman, Ben, "Industr Lobbies To Avert New Drg Rules," 5
Jun. 2009: A4; Buura, Chrstie, "Gas Drillers Hit Reguations," 30 Jul. 2008: B4; Chazan,
Guy, "Exxon Deal Puts Obscure Gas Deposit on Map," 26 Jun. 2008: Bl.

Other Meda
Many other news meda have also written extensively on the issues regardig hydrulc
fractug. A short samplig of these publications includes: "Pennsylvana residents sue over gas

drg," Reuters, November 20, 2009; "Pennsylvana lawsuit says drllg polluted water,"

Reuters, November 9, 2009; "Drg process causes water supply alar," Denver Post,
November 17, 2008; "DEP Orders Cabot Oil and Gas to Ceae Al Gas Well Frackig in

Susquehanna County, PA," Pittburg Business Times, September 25, 2009; "EPA: Chemicals
Found in Wyomig Drkig Water Might Be from Natual Gas Drg," Scientific American,
August 26, 2009; "The domestic dring backlash," CNNoney.com, December 3,2009; "Dark
Side of a Natual Gas Boom," New York Times, Decmber 9,2009; "Drig right into a heated
environmenta debate," Washigtn Post, Decmber 3, 2009 ; "An energy answer in the shale
below?" Washingtn Post, Decmber 3,2009; "Gas Company Won't Dril in New York
Watershed," New York Times, October 27,2009.
In summary, it is clear that the level of controversy concerg envionmental impacts of
hydraulic frturig has the potential to dramatically impact business as usuaL. Therefore, not

only is this a signcant public policy risk trancending ordinar business for Cabot, but it is
imperative that investors in the course of due diligence inquire regarding how portolio
companies lie Cabot are preparing for, and responding to, the changig public policy clite.

2. The resolution does not involve micromana2ement.
In addition to attempting to argue that the resolution does not address a signficant social policy
issue, the Company also assert that the resolution involves excludale micromanagement.

Despite the Company's assertons to the contrary, the Proposal does not delve into minutia
on issues outside of the expertse or interest of investors. The Proposal asks the
management to issue a report at reasonable expense, excluding proprietary information
and summaring the key elements of this major social policy issue: impacts, solutions and
financial riks.

In contrast to the actl request for summar level information about impacts, policies and riks,
the Company's no action request ditort the sharholder resolution into a reuest for

sharholders to intervene in tasks "fundamental to maagement's ability to run the company,

such as a method of treating a parcular wellbore." Toward that end the Company notes that it
has 5 ,829 wells and that an integral par of its business is determg the proper method of
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completig each of those well. In contrast to th charactenzation, the resolution asks for
discussion of "potential policies," thereby maitaiing the discussion at the appropriate level of
policy and not attmptig or expetig a discussion wellbore by wellbore or even site by site.
the
Company regarding the contenIS of the requested report. Firt of all, the Board is only required to
prepare a report at reasonable cost. Secondly, the report is not expected to be a detailed
The language of

the curent Proposal gives substatial flexibility to the Board of

Directors of

accounting of environmental impacts, policies, and riks, but only a summ report,
"sumarizing" those issues. The Board would have the flexibility, by the combination of
"reasonable costs" and "sumaring," to detee a depth of
the report appropriate for
presentation to the shareholders.

On the other hand, the report would reflect a great imrovement for concerned investors over the
curent set of disclosures on these issues. Review of

the Company's recent 10K and lO-Q reports

demonstrted disturbingly sparse attention to these issues. Indeed, the only possible attention
given to the riks and environmental concerns associated with this major social policy challenge
we found was in boilerplate discussions, such as the notation in the 10-K report that:

Our operation of natual gas gatherig and pipeline systems also involves varous risks,
includig the risk of explosions and environmental hazards caused by pipelie leaks and

ruptues.
In contrast to the high visibility given to the hydraulic frctug and envionment issue in the
media and public policy circles, we found no discussion at all in the Company's SEC filigs at
all of the growing public, political, and regulatory scrutiy and concern associated with hydraulic
fractug and the envionment. Thus, the shareholder proposal seeking better disclosure on these
issues seems parcularly well-founded.
The Company alo assert that ths is a highy regulate arena and that its policy is to "comply

fully with the letter and spirt of al applicable federal, state and local environmental protetion
laws and reguations," and even to conduct its operations "in such a maner as to meet or exce

al Environmental Laws." But despite these reassurances, the Company has lately faced
formdable chalenges with high visibilty environmenta problems placing it in promient news
stories, and resulting in greater state oversight. ,Indee, the Company has become a leadig

examle demonstrating the nee for strcter rules that are liely to ensue and be applicable across
the entie industry.

Numerous SEe sta precents demonstrate that when it comes to complex or chemically

intensive industres, shareholders are with their rights to inquire regardig company policies
that allow shareholders to assess the effectiveness of environmental management approaches.
The following are a few of the instances in which staf found resolutions seekig inormtion on
environmenta impacts and policies on safer technologies to transcend ordinar business and

seek reasonable inormation at a policy level from the company and therefore be found to be
nonexcludable.
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In The Dow Chemical Company (Februar 23, 2005) the proposal asked for the company's
assessment of how trends in human bloo testig for chemicals may affect the company, and

how emerging policies may restrct markets for categories of the company's products, with a

phaseout plan and tieline for each product targeted by cert of those policies, or an
explanation of why safer alternatives could not be substituted.

In Pulte Homes Inc. (Februar 11, 2008) the proposal requested that the board provide a report
on the feasibilty of the company developing policies to miimze its impact on cliate change
from its products and operations.

In Avon Products, Inc. (March 3, 2003) the proposal requested that the Board of Directors
prepare a report evaluatig the feasibilty of removing, or substitutig with safer alternatives, al
parabens used in Avon products.

In Union Camp Corporation (Februar 12,1996) the proposal requested the paper company to
establish a schedule for the total phaseout of processes involving the use of organochlories in its
pulp and paper manufactuing processes, and was found nonexcludable by the sta because "it

raised importt environmental issues beyond the Company's ordiar business operations."
In Great Lakes Chemical Corporatin (March 24,1992) the proposal requeste that the

Company adopt a policy to imedately end its production and sale of halons and provide
information on the strategies to accomplih ths policy.
proposal requeste the board to prepare
a report to shareholders on Dow Chemical's procedures relate to potential adverse impacts
associate with geneticaly engineered organsms that includes information specified in the
In The Dow Chemical Company (Februar 28, 2005) the

proposal. The proposal was very speifc and faily detailed in its request that the report to
shareholders address the company's internal controls relate to potential adverse impacts
associate with geneticaly engieered organisms, includig:
· adequacy of curnt post-maketig monitorig systems;

· adequacy of plans for removing GE see from the ecosystem should
circumstances so require;

· possible impact on al Dow see product integrty;
· effectiveness of establihed rik management processes for diferent
environments and agrcultual systems such as Mexico.

Simarly, a request at The Dow Chemical Company (March 7,2003) asked the board of

diectors to issue a report summarg Dow Chemical's plans to remedate exiting dioxi
contamination sites and to phase out products and processes leadig to emissions of
persistent organc pollutats and dioxins, and describes other mattrs to be included in the

report.
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A resolution at the E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (Februar 24, 2006) requested that the
independent diectors of the board prepare a report on the implications of a policy for reducing
potential har and the number of people in danger from potential catastrophic chemical releases

by increasing the inerent securty of DuPont facilties. Thi paricular resolution is a good
example of a fudamental priciple in operation in the present case which is that the fact that a
shareholder proposal inquires as to tehnologies used by the company in its operations does not
render the resolution excludable if those tehnologies are implicated in a large social policy
concerns.

3. The existence oflitil!ation relevant to hvdraulic fracturil! does not render the resolution
excludable as ordinary business.
litigation relating to hydraulc
litigation have yet appeared in the Company's SEe

The Company notes that it is curntly subject to environmenta
fractug. Notably, no report of such

filigs, although the Proponent's research indicates that a lawsuit has been fied by private

pares alegig well contamation from the Company's hydraulic fractug in Dimock,

Pennsylvania.
If the Sta were to alow exclusion of resolutions because of the existence of ongoing litigation,

the Sta policy would have the unwante effect of giving the Company, and every other
company simarly situate, 'a pass from reportg on the most critical issues facing their businèss
and deprive proponents of the necessar disclosure to evaluate riks to their portolio companes.
In most instaces in which companies are faced with signifcant social policy issues, one of the
forums to which these controversies are brought is inevitably the cour. Accordingly, the staf

ruligs on shareholder resolutions on the basis of "litigation strategy" have been narowly
circumscribe to only apply where the resolutions cross the bounda into requirg the company
to do somethg inconsistent with defense or management of litigation. In the staf precedents,
the potential for some overlap between a report requested by sharholders and issues of interest

in discovery is not suffcient to bar a resolution. If it were, many environmental resolutions fied
would be excludable, because may signficant social policy issues lead to some form of
litigation on which the plaitiffs' inormational interests regardig company policies overlap
with the interests of investors in such information.

In the present resolution, the litations on proprieta inormation, reasonable expense, and the
request for summary inormation regarding environmental impacts, policies on alternatives, and
disclosure of riks, gives the Company and the Board of Directors suficient latitude to issue
such a report whie maitag an effective defense in litigation. Despite the Company's
asserton that even though certa information "requeste to be included in the report might not

necessary reveal the Company's litigation strategy, the provision of such informtion
neverteless sidesteps and interferes with the discovery process in such litigation," the potential

for interferig with dicovery has been miimed by the framg of the resolution, requig
only sumar inormation on environmental impacts, safer alternatives and risks, and not for
instace, disaggregated discussion of the paricular environmenta impacts or risks associate
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with specifc sites.

When it comes to describing the futue riks the company face as a result of these social policy
chalenges, diclosure in a summar form is clearly with the ambit of the recently published
Sta Legal Buleti 14E. The bulletin made it clear that shareholders are with their rights to
ask about the risks facing their companes as a result of social policy issues. Therefore, having
identiied a legitimate social policy issue facing Cabot, the thd item with the resolution's ask,
relating to resultant riks, is clearly with the range of appropriate inqui for shareholders.
Furermore, there is aleady extensive public inormation available regarding the avaiabilty of
safer alternative materials for hydraulic fractug. A recent articlel7 by ProPublica, an
independent investigative news organization led by a former managig editor of the Wall Street

Joural, notes that may companes that use hydrulic fractug have adopte environmentally
frendly practices:

· Changig the chemicals used in the fractug fluids. EnCana has stoppe using 2
Butoxyethanol, which has been shown to create reproductive problems for ans. BJ
Services no longer uses fluorocarbons which are also damaging to the environment.

Accordig to Antero Resources, more daging chemicals are often replace by plantbased oils. Frac Tech, a drg chemistr company, has replaced some solvents with
orange citrs. Pal oil has been used to replace a common slickig agent that is alowed

in the US but prohibite in Europe. Soy has ben proven to be a possible replacement for
some toxic polymers. BJ Services is phasing out their use of diesel, which contas the

notorious carcinogen benzene.
· The industry has taken other steps to reduce environmental imacts. EnCana has

developed inared camera technologies to seal any methane leas in their well and
, pipelies. (Ts practice reportedy pays for itself in two years from the saved gas.)

Questa Exploration and Production, a drlig company in the Rocky Mountains, has

created a system of pipes to transport fluids in order to eliate 62,000 trck delivery
trps. Reducing these trps has cut down on diesel exhaust. EnCana began using natura
gas instead of diesel fuel to operate their dring rigs, which has reduce emission of
volatile gas by 85 percent.

waste water disposal systems can also reduce environmenta impacts.
Studies have shown, however, that using a closed loop system not only decreases the
· Redesign of

volume of drg fluids by more than 90 percent, but alo saves the drg company at
least $10,000 per well.

Despite ths public inormation, the lack of curent diclosure by Cabot of its policies on such
practice leaves frstrted investors in the dak as to whether th Company is foiward-lookig
and effectively managig its environmental risk. Although the company may nee to respond on

17 Lustgaren, Abrahm, "Underused Dring Practices Could Avoid Pollution," ProPublica Dec. 14,2009.
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some of these issues in its ongoing litigation, on balance the exitence of such tehnologies is
aleady in the public view.
Numerous SEe Sta precedents demonstrate that the mere existence of litigation relevant to a

resolution does not render the resolution excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7).

In most of the cases cite by the Company in which the resolution was excludable because it
afected litigation strategy, the reolution explicitly afected either a settement, dispensation of
funds relate to settement or the decision whether or not to appeal a given case. For instace in

Exxon Corporation (Decmber 20,1995) the proposal requested that the board of diectors order
that a legally established compensatory judgment be delivered to the damaged paries'legal
representatives as soon as it is entered. In Exxon Corporation (March 21, 200) the proposal
asked for ExxonMobil to imedately pay settlements associate with the 1989 groundig of the
Exxon Valdez, and to cease speifed legal actions attmpting to overt cour rulings. In

Microsoft Corporation, (September 15,2000) the proposal asked for Microsoft Corpration to
fie a class action suit against the United States and the Deparent of Justice. Finaly in
NetCurrents, Inc., (May 8, 2001) the proposal reuired the company to fie suit agaist two
individuals with 30 days of

to company's anual meeting to recover daages for matters

specifed in the proposal.
The only exceptionsl8 among the precedents cite by the Company which did not attmpt to
diectly drve the management of litigation were the tobacco cases where, unle in the litigation
facing Cabot, the action being requeste under the resolution was inconsistent with contiuig to

pursue defense of litigation. The tobacco cases were unique in that the exclusion of the
resolutions based on "litigation strategy" occured despite the lack of any attempt by the
proponent to overty affect the maagement of litigation. Instead, in each of those tobacco
resolutions, the resolved clause attempted to request or require tobacco companes to tae actions

inconsistent with their position in ongoing litigation. 19
18 One of the other cases cited by the company as supporting an exclusion based on disclosure of litigation
strategy, AT&T Inc., (February 7, 2008) was not found excludable by the staff on the basis of ongoing

litigation, but raher because it otherse related to ordiary business. Even though the company had
argued that this issue related to litigation, the staff opinion focused on whether the issue in question
involved ordiary business and concluded that "procedures for protectig customer informaton"
represented ordinary business, and in essence, did not arise to the level of a social policy issue subject to
exemption from a potential exclusion.
19 For instance in Reynolds Amrican Inc. (Februar 10,2006) the resolution requested that Reynolds
undertake a campaign aied at Afcan Americans apprising them of the unique health hazards to them
associated with smoking menthol cigarettes. But the company noted that undertakg such a requested

campaign would be inconsistent with positions the company is tang denying such health hazards as
defendants in a suit aleging the use of menthol cigarettes by the Afcan American community poses
unique health riks to ths community. Simiarly in R.i. Reynolds Tobacco Holdings, Inc. (Februar 6,
2004) the resolution would have requied the company to stop al advertising, marketig and sale of
cigarettes using the terms "light," "ultralight," "mid" and simlar words and/or colors and images until
shareholders could be asured though independent research that light and ultrght brands actualy do
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In contrast to the tobacco cases, the curent resolution does not ask the Company to tae any
action inconsistent with its position in litigation. Nor does it require diclosure of speifc

inormation that would undermne or prejudice its position in such litigation. As such, the case is
more lie the numerous precedents in which ongoing litigation, far more substatial than the
suits curently afectig the Company, was advanced as an arument to exclude resolutions as
ordiar business but rejected by the staf.

For example, in Chevron Corp. (February 28, 2006) litigation involved an Ecuadorian class
action suit seekig billions of dollars of remedation for pipelie spils and groundwater and soil

contamation resultig from wastewater disposal. The proposal in question state,
"Shareholders request that the Board of

Directors report by 10/01/06, at reasonable cost and

excluding confdential information, the company's (a) anual expenditues by category for each

year from 1993 to 2005, for attrneys' fees, expert fees, lobbying, and public relations/media
hydrocarbon
exposures and Chevron's remedation of Texaco dring sites in Ecuador and (b) expenditues on
the remedation of the Ecuador sites." The company had argued that the proponents were
workig closely with litigation plaintiffs and that the proposal speifically requested information
on legal costs, and that the resolution's supporting statement imlicitly challenged Chevron's
expenses, relatig in any way to the health and environmenta consequences of

position in the ongoing litigation. The proponents assert that". . . the Sta has taken a much

more lite approach to what can be excluded under the rubric of "litigation strtegy" . It is only
those proposals that pert to how and whether a regitrant should defend, instigate or conduct
legal mattrs that are subject to the ordiar business exclusion. . . Since the Proponents'

shareholder resolution does not pertin to how or whether Chevron should defend or conduct the
Ecuadorian litigation, it does not impinge on litigation strategy."

To be clear, in the present case there is no relationship between the Proponent and any plaitiffs
in lawsuits relating to hydraulic fractuing. The shareholder proposal was not prepar or fied in
response to litigation agaist the company, the Proponent has had no contacts with plaitiffs, and
the resolution was draf well in advance of the suracing of any private litigation. As in the
Chevron case, any inormation disclosures that might be relevant to litigation would be mial,
and in th instance prejudicial disclosures can be easily controlled by the Company with the
scope of the resolution and its request for "summy" treatment of inormation.
In The Dow Chemièal Company (Februar 11,2004) the company attempte to exclude the

reduce the risk of smokig-related dieases, including cancer and hear disease. In that context, multiple
lawsuits including a number of cerifed class actions against tobacco manufacturers, alleged that the
compaies were deceptively promotig "light" cigarettes as being safer than regular cigarettes. And the
same kid of context was also tre in Philp Morris Companies Inc. (Februar 4, 1997) where the

proposal requested the management to "tae effective steps to voluntarly implement the Food and Drg
Administration's regulations to curb teen smoking," at the same time that tobacco companies, including
the company, had joined in a suit challenging the authority of the FDA to promulgate and enforce those
Regulations.
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resolution based on its implications for ongoing litigation. In that instace, the ongoing litigation
was a civil suit for remedation relating to the Bhopal disaster pending on appeal in the Southern
Distrct of

New York; there was also a crial action against Dow/Union Carbide pending in

India. The proposal requested that the management of Dow CheITcal prepare a report to
shareholders describing new intiatives instituted by the management to address the specifc
health, environmental and social concerns of the surivors of the Bhopal tragedy. Even though
the company argued that "the Proposal asks the Company to effect an action that is precisely
what the Company's subsidiar is arguing in the pendig litigation that it has no obligation to
do. .. In effect, the Proposal recommends that the Company facilitate the goal of the plaintiffs in
the lawsuit at the same time that the Company's subsidiar is actively assertng that it has no

abilty or responsibilty to effect those actions. If the Company were forced either to comply with
the Proposal or to tae a position with respet to the Proposal in the 2004 Proxy Materials, the

Proposal would improperly inteifere with the position of the Company's subsidiar in that

litigation." Yet, as in the present case, the issues in litigation were tangential to the issues and
requests of the resolution. In the Dow case the proponents asserted that the report requested dealt
with the general humanitaian criis in Bhopal and the PR implications for Dow, not with the

litigation per se. Noted the proponents, "To decide that the existence of litigation on the subject
matter would be enough to bar resolutions would mean that the most substantial issues facing
corprations would not be discussable in shareholder resolutions."

In RJ Reynolds (March 7,2000) the resolution caled for RJR Nabisco to create an independent
commttee to investigate retail placement of tobacco products, in an effort to prevent theft by

miors. The company argued that due to two current lawsuits (agaist FDA and the
Commonwealth of Massachusett) the Proposal, if implemente, would interfere with litigation
strategy by askig the company to tae voluntar action in opposition to its position in the
lawsuits. The proponent prevailed by demonstratig the existence of signicant policy issues

(tobacco and children) and by arng for a nàrow constral of the litigation strategy exception:
"(l)itigation strategy has been interpreted to encompass mattrs ranging from the decision
whether to institute legal proceegs, to the conduct of a lawsuit, to the decision whether to

sette a claim or appeal a judgment." The RJR proposal, as in the curent proposal, dealt with
none of those factors.

In Philp Morris (Feb. 14,2000), the resolution caled for management to develop a report for
shareholders descrbing how Phip Morrs intended to address "sicknesses" caused by the
company's products and correct the defects in the products that cause these sicknesses. The ,
company argued that the Proposal dealt with matters promiently at issue in numerous lawsuits.
The proponent prevailed by arguing that the Proposal neither requeste information about
litigation nor instrcted the company how to handle the litigation. Because statements on PM's
web site essentialy admtted that cigarettes cause "sickness," a Proposal askig how the
company
intended to address such sickness was unlely to inteifere with any litigation strategy.
In General Electric (Feb. 2, 2004), the sta rejected an ordiar business arguent agaist a

proposal callg on management to report its annual expenditues on varous expenses related to
the remedation, and other health and environmenta impacts, of sites contamiated by PCBs. In
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that case, litigation related to the cleanup operations was ongoing, and the propoal explicitly
requested information on GE's spendig "on attrney's fee (and) expert fees." Thus, even
requests to disclose inormtion regardig inormation of clear interest to investors regardig
ongoing litigation does not render a resolution excludable.

Requests for action though a resolution that might in some way be raied in the litigation do not
make a resolution excludable. Even if litigation might involve some questions regarding
opportnities for adoption of alternative materials in hydrulic fractuing, the overlap of issues
doe not render the resolution excludable. For instace, in Bristol-Meyers (Feb. 21, 2000), the
resolution called for the board to implement a policy of price restrait on pharaceutical
products for individual customers and institutional purchasers to keep drg price at reonable

levels and to report to shareholders on any changes in its curent pricing policy by September
2000. The proposal made explicit mention of
the company's prior settlement of a class-action
antitrst lawsuit relating to its pricing practices. Because the company contiued to litigate the
issue in numerous state court, both with opt-out paries and in ditict consumer class-action
suits, it contended that the litigation strategy exception applied. According to the company, the
pricing policies required by the Proposal could dier substatially from positions the company
would otherwise adopt durg settement negotiations, thus compromising its litigation strategy.
Neverteless, the proponents succeed in arguing that the very fact that so many related

lawsuits were pending was evidence that the Proposal addressed signicant policy issues, rather
than ordinar business decisions.

Conclusion
As demonstrted above, the Proposal is not excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). Therefore, we

request the Staff to inform the Company that the SEC proxy rules require denial of the
Company's no-action request. In the event that the Staff should decide to concur with the
Company, we respectflly request an opportty to confer with the Staff.
Please call me at (413) 549-7333 with respect to any questions in connection with thi mattr, or

if the Staff wishes any further informtion. .
Sincerely,

~~

Sanford Lewis
Attorney at Law

New York State Comptroller
1. David Kikland, Jr., Baker Botts, LLP

cc: Giana McCary, Office of
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1. Text of the shareholder Proposa

Safer Alternatives for Natural Gas Exploration and Development
Whereas,
Onshore "unconventional" natual gas production requirg hydraulic frcturig, which injects a
mi of

water, chemicals,.and parcles underground to create fractues though which gas can

flow for collection, is estated to increase by 45% between 2007 and 2030. An estiated 60
80% of natual gas wells drlled in the next decade wil require hydrulic fracturig.

Fracturing operations can have signficant impacts on surounding communities including the
potential for increased incidents of toxic spils, impacts to local water quantity and quality, and
degrdation of air quality. Goverent offcials in Ohio, Pennylvania and Colorado have

documented methane gas lined to fractug operations in drg water. In Wyoming, the US
Envionmental Protection Agency (EP A) recently found a chemical known to be used in
frturig in at least three wells adjacent to drling operations.

There is villy no public disclosure of chemicals used at fractug locations. The Energy

Policy Act of 2005 strpped EP A of its authority to regulate frcturig under the Safe Dring
Water Act and state regulation is uneven and lited. But recently, some new federal and state
regulations have been proposed. In June 2009, federallegislation to reinstate EP A authority to
regulate fractug was introduced. In September 2009, the N ew York State Deparent of
Environmental Conservation released draft permt conditions that would require disclosure of
chemicals used, specific well consction protocols, and baseline pre-testing of suroundig
drnking water wells. New York sits above par ofthe Marcellus Shale, which some believe to be
the largest onshore natural gas reserve.
Media attention has increased exponentially. A search of

the Nexis Mega-News library on

November 11,2009 found 1807 arcles mentioning "hydraulic frctug" and envionment in

the last two years, a 265 percent increase over the prior thee years.
Because of

public concern, in September 2009, some natual gas operators and drler began

advocating greater disclosure of the chemical constituents used in fractug.

In the proponents' opinon, emerging technologies to trck "chemical signatues" from drling

activities increase the potential for reputational daage and vulnerabilty to litigation.
Furerore, we believe uneven regulatory controls and reported contamition incidents
compel companies to protect their long-term financial interests by tag measures beyond
regulatory requirements to reduce envionmental hazards.

Therefore be it resolved,
Shareholders request that the Board of

Directors prepare a report by September 1, 2010, at

reasonable cost and omitting propretary information, sumaring !.he envionmental impact
of frcturig operations of Cabot Oil & Gas; 2. potential policies for the company to adopt,

above and beyond regulatory requirements, to reduce or eliate hazards to air, water, and soil
quality from fractug; and 3. other inormation regarding the scale, likelihood and/or impacts
of

potential materal risks, short or long ter to the company's finances or operations, due to

environmental concer regarding fractug.

Supporting statement:
Proponents believe the policies explored by the report should include, among other things, use of
less toxic fractung fluids, recycling or reuse of
waste fluids, and other strctual or procedural

strategies to reduce frctug hazards.

2. News releaes from Commonweath of Pennylvana, Department of
Envionmenta Prtection concerning Susuehana County, PA
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3. Examples of federal and state legilation on hydraulic fracturin
and the envirnment

2766 IH
111th CONGRESS

1st Session
H. R. 2766

repeal the exemption for hydraulic fracturing in the Safe Drinking Water Act, and for other purposes.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

June 9, 2009
DEGETE (for herself, Mr. HINCHEY, and Mr. POLIS of Colorado) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
on Energy and Commerce
A BILL

repeal the exemption for hydraulic fracturing in the Safe Drinking Water Act, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

1. SHORT TITLE.
This Act may be cited as the' Fracturing Responsibility and Awareness of Chemicals Act of 2009',

2. REGULATION OF HYDRAULIC FRACTURING.
(a) Hydraulic Fracturing- Section 1421(d)(1) of the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 U.S.e. 300h(d)(1)) is amended by
striking subparagraph (B) and inserting:

'(B) includes the underground injection of fluids or propping agents pursuant to hydraulic fracturing
operations related to oil and gas production activities; but

'(C) excludes the underground injection of natural gas for purposes of storage:.
(b) Disclosure- Section 1421(b) of the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 U.se. 300h(b)) is amended as follows:

(1) In subparagraph (C) of paragraph (1) insert before the semicolon', including a requirement that any person

using hydraulic fracturing disclose to the State (or the Administrator if the Administrator has primary enforcement
responsibility in the State) the chemical constituents (but not the proprietary chemical formulas) used in the
fracturing process'.

(2) Add the following new paragraph at the end thereof:

'(4) The State (or Administrator) shall make the disclosure of chemical constituents referred to in subparagraph
(C) of paragraph (1) available to the public, including a posting of the information on an appropriate Internet
website. In addition, whenever the State or the Administrator, or a treating physician or nurse, determines that a
medical emergency exists and the proprietary chemical formulas or specific chemical identity of a chemical used in
hydraulic fracturing is necessary for emergency or first-aid treatment, the person using hydraulic fracturing shall
immediately disclose the proprietary chemical formulas or the specific chemical identity of a trade secret chemical
to the State, the Administrator, or that treating physician or nurse, regardless of the existence of a written

statement of need or a confidentiality agreement. The person using hydraulic fracturing may require a written
statement of need and a confidentiality agreement as soon thereafter as circumstances permit:.

James F. Brennan
Brennan Legislation Bans Gas Drillng In NYC
Watershed and Other Critical Water Supply Areas
October 26, 2009
Assemblymember Jim Brennan (D-Brooklyn) has introduced a bil

(A.8748) to

prohibit gas drillng in the New York City watershed or anywere within five miles
of its boundary, in the Delaware River watershed or anywhere that is a recharge
area of a sole source aquifer. Twenty-two members of the Assembly have joined
Mr. Brennan in sponsoring this measure and Senator Tom Duane is carring the

bil in the Senate (S. 6244).
New York City residents depend on its water supply from the Catskil area for
pure drinking water. If any contamination were to occur, it would cost the City of

New York at least $10 bilion to construct a water filtration plant as well as
hundreds of millons of dollars in maintenance costs.
"Clean, potable water is of utmost concem," Mr. Brennan said. "We cannot take a

chance with the source of safe drinking water for over 9 millon people who
depend on it daily in New York City. We must be sure that the New York City
watershed area, as well as the aquifers that our upstate residents depend upon,
are protected from any possible contamination. My bil identies the protections

that must be taken to prevent the need for clean-up later."

This bil is designed to protect the areas that are immediately adjacent to drinking
water supplies by making them off limits to drillng. Furthennore, the bil requires
disclosure of all chemicals used in the drillng process, and provides for specific
procedures to be followed in the case of spils. Storage of fluids used for drillng

and the waste created are regulated and the waste must be treated as a
hazardous substance. The bill places the burden of any mistakes made by the
drilling industry clearly on their shoulders to clean up and pay the consequences.

The bil directs the DEC to include numerous protections in the permitting
process and requires the pennit fees to cover the costs of oversight by the
departent along with any remediation that may become necessary due to the

companies' actions.

5. EPA letter to State of New York regarding envionmenta concern
regarding hydraulic fracturig in the Marcellus Shale
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UNITD STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

1f.01Q

NE

REGION 2
290 BROADWAY
YORK. NY 1007.186

dSGEJS Comments
Bureau of Oil & Gas Regulation
Mineral Resources
NYSDEC Division of
625 Broadway, Third Floor
Albany, NY 12233-6500
Dear Sir or Madam:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the September 2009 draft
Supplemental Generic Environmental Impact Statement (dSGEIS) that was prepared by the'
Mineral
New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) Division of
Resources on the Qil, Gas and ,Solution Mining Regulatory Program Well Permit Issuance for
. Horizontal Driling and High-Volume Hydraulic Fracturing to Develop the Marcellus Shale
and Other Low-Permeabilty Gas Reservoirs. The purpose of
the dSGEIS is to satisfy the
requirements of
the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) for NYSDEC to
review and process permit applicàtions for the horizontal drillng and hydraulic frcturing

(hydrofracturing) of natural gas bearing shales, including the Marcellus Shale. This letter
responds to NYSDEC's requests for comments on the dSGEIS and presents EPA's major
concerns. Technical comments on the dSGElS are enclosed. '

EP A believes that the analysis and discussion of cumulative and indirect impacts in the
dSGElS need to be signifcantly expanded. Even with its generic format, the dSGEIS

should discuss the impacts that may result from past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
futue projects as well as those impacts associated with gas drillng and hydrofracturing
that may occur later in time or at a distance from the immediate project site. For
example, as the New York State Public Service Commission (PSC) has the regulatory
authority over the construction and operation of the natural gas gatherig pipes, the

dSGEIS does not include an evaluation of the environmental impacts of the separate yet
interrelated actions of siting and constructing gathering lines. EP A also notes that the
dSGEIS does not analyze the impacts from new dnllng service industries that would
undoubtedly result. To ensur a full analysis of cumulative and indirect impacts, we

recommend that the PSC become a cooperating agency and that the PSC.related issues be
this document, and that all potential environmental
impacts for the actions of drillng, hydrofractuing, collecting and trsporting natural gas
from the Marcellus Shale be assessed. Such collaboration may also provide the

fully integrated in the finalization of

opportity to coordinate actions in order to minimize the amount of flaring of gas

between the time of opening a well and the 'construction of gathering lines.

In addition, a greater emphasis needs to be placed on the potential heálth impacts that
may be associated with gas drllng and hydrofracturing. EP A suggests that the New
York State Department of
Health (DOH) join NYSDEC as a co-lead on the SEQRA
document. Not only does DOH have expertise to offer on health impacts, but it was
delegated primary enforcement responsibilty (primacy) of
the Satè Drinking Water Act

Inteet Adres (URL). hUp:/Iw.ep.go
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by EP A. This is of direct interest to EP A as we are responsible for overseeing DOH's
implementation and enforcement of the drinking water program.

While EP A understands that this dSGEIS is the SEQRA docwnentation to specifically
evaluate hydraulic frcturing, it supplements a 1992 SEQRA document. EP A is
concerned that over the past 17 year since the 1992 GElS was wrtten, the "existing"
environment and conditions in,New York State have changed sufciently that using the
information from that report as a baseline for the dSGEIS wîl nottake into account the
cumulative impacts from habitat fragmentation, population increase, and climate change
that may have occured during that time.

EP A is particularly concerned about the potential risks associated with gas drillng
activities in the New York City watershed and the reservoirs that collect drinking water
for nine milion people. As a signatory to the 1997 New York City Watershed
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), EP A strngly.supports its major tenets, one of

which is that watershed protection and community vitality can be achieved èoncurently.
Nevertheless, the potential for gas driling in the watershed poses new challenges that
were unanticipated at the point at which the MOA signatories agreed on a common
approach to protect drinking water. Despite the mitigation measures already proposed by
NYSDEC in the dSGEIS, EP A has serious reservations about whether gas driling in the
New York City watershed is consistent with the vision of long-terni
maintenance of a
,I ,
high quaity unfiltered water supply. As NYSDEC is well aware, the watershed supplies
drinking water to over nine millon people and the avoidance of fitration saves New
York taxpayers bîlions of dollars that would be needed to construct and operate a water
filtration plant should the watershed be compromised.
EP A agres with the sentiments expressed by Acting Commissioner Steven Lawitts of the
New York City Deparment of

EnvironmeiÌtal Protection (NCDEP) in his December 23,

2009 comment letter to NYSDEC: "Balancing environmental and public health concerns
,with the iieed for adequate energy resources and economic development is a complex and
challenging issue - not only in New York but
thoughout the' nation." Acting
Commissioner Lawitts also states, "New York City's watershed is a unque resource and
deserves special attention and consideration." To address this concern, EP A recommends
a very cautious approach in all watershed aras so that NYSDEC can gain experience

with, as well as ensure it has the resource capacity for regulating, high volume hydraulic

fracturing activities. '

Periodically, EP A reviews drinking water quality in the New York City watershed to
ensure that drinking water meets all drinking water standards. If gas driling, however,
adversely impacts water quality in the watershed, the city of
New York would likely be
required to build a fitration treatment system at an expenditure of $ i 0 bilion in capital
costs and $100 milion in an.ual operating costs. Clearly, it is in all our interests to avoid
this scenario.
Although EP A has not had the. opportity to fully review the information contained in

NYCDEP's Final Impact Assessment Report, we expet NYSDEC to incorporate '

appropriate technical information into the SEQRA document. Furhermore, we repeat
2

our proposal of late 2008, that NYSDEC parer with EP A and the NYCDEP to develop
an enhanced oversight approach for the New York City watershed that would allow for
water permitting, industral

coordination of regulatory programs such,as storm

pretreatment, and underground injection control as they relate to horizontal drllng and
high volume hydraulic fracturing of

the Marcellus Shale. While protecting the New York

City watershed is important because of the milions of New Yorkers who rely on this
drinking water supply, we also have concerns about water quality impacts throughout the
state. Just because fewer people rely on upstate water sources does not imply that these

supplies are not also worthy of protection. Therefore, we extend an offer to partner with
NYSDEC on similar coordinated efforts state-wide.
Moreover, EP A strongly recommends that the SEQRA documentation reflect any and all

direct consultation with each of the Indian Nations in New York State as the dSGEIS
does not specifically discuss the impact on the nations. While EP A is awar that
NYSDEC has already taken steps in this regard, at the EP A anual Indian leaders
meeting in November 2009, representatives of
virtually every Indian Nation expressed
serious opposition to hydrofracturng. Indian Nation concerns include the radioactivity of

cuttings and flowback materials, the fate oftoxic/carcinogenic chemicals used in
hydro
fracturing solutions, the impacton water quality and supply, climate impacts and
long-term sustainabiJty.

In addition, to the extent allowed by law, EP A encourages NYSDEC to release
information regarding the composition of the hydrofracturing solutions that are expected
to be used.
In conclusion, EP A believes that NYSDEC has prepared an informative dSGEIS on

the Marcellus Shale. However, we have concerns regarding
potential impacts to human health and the environment that we believe warant fuher
scientific and regulatory analysis. Qf particular concern to EP A are issues involving
water supply, water quality, wastewater treatment operations, local and regional air
quality, management of naturally occuring radioactive materials disturbed during
drillng, cumulative environmental impacts, and the New York City watershed. EP A
recommends that these concerns be addressed and essential environmental protection
measures established prior to the completion of
the ~EQRA process.
hydrologic fracturing of

Than you for the opportunity to comment on the dSGEIS. EPA's technical comments on
the document are enclosed. If you have any questions, please call Lingard Knutson of

my staff at (212) 637-3747. . ,
Sincerely,

~~ Ofi(
John Filppell, Chief

Strategic Planning and Mult-Media Programs Branch

Enclosur
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BY E-MAIL (shareholderproposals@sec.gov)
Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street NE
Washington, D.C. 20549
Re:
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WASHINGTON

J. David Kirkland, Jr.
TEL +1 +1 713.229.1101
FAX +1 +1 713.229.7701
david.kirkland@bakerbotts.com

Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation
Stockholder Proposal of the Comptroller of the State of New York Regarding
Alternatives for Natural Gas Exploration and Development
Pursuant to Rule 14a-8

Ladies and Gentlemen:
We are writing on behalf of our client, Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, a Delaware
corporation (the “Company”), pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j) under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as amended, to inform the Staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the “Staff”) of the
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) that, pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(7), the
Company plans to omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy (collectively, the “2010
Proxy Materials”) the shareholder proposal and the statements in support thereof (the
“Proposal”) submitted by the Comptroller of the State of New York on behalf of the New York
State Common Retirement Fund (collectively, the “Proponent”). A copy of the Proposal is
attached hereto as Exhibit A. Catholic Healthcare West has submitted an identical proposal, a
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit B. We understand from Catholic Healthcare West
that the Proponent intends to be the lead sponsor of the Proposal. For the reasons stated below,
the Company respectfully requests that the Staff concur with the Company’s view that the
Proposal may properly be excluded from the Company’s 2010 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule
14a-8(i)(7).
Pursuant to Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (“SLB 14D”), we are submitting this
request for no-action relief to the Commission under Rule 14a-8 by use of the Commission email
address, shareholderproposals@sec.gov (in lieu of providing six additional copies of this letter
pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j)), and the undersigned has included his name and telephone number
both in this letter and the cover email accompanying this letter. We are simultaneously
forwarding by facsimile a copy of this letter to the Proponent as notice of the Company’s intent
to omit the Proposal from the 2010 Proxy Materials.
Background
The Company is an independent oil and gas company engaged in the
development, exploitation and exploration of oil and gas properties located in North America. In
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certain areas, the Company’s natural gas production activities involve a process known as
hydraulic fracturing, or fracing. Fracing is a stimulation treatment routinely performed on oil
and gas wells in low-permeability reservoirs. Specially engineered components, dominated by
fresh water, are pumped at high pressure and rate into the reservoir interval to be treated, causing
a fracture to open and increasing the flow of natural gas to the wellbore.
The Proposal requests that
. . . the Board of Directors prepare a report by September 1, 2010,
at reasonable cost and omitting proprietary information,
summarizing 1. the environmental impact of fracturing operations
of Cabot Oil & Gas; 2. potential policies for the company to adopt,
above and beyond regulatory requirements, to reduce or eliminate
hazards to air, water, and soil quality from fracturing; and 3. other
information regarding the scale, likelihood and/or impacts of
potential material risks, short or long term, to the company’s
finances or operations, due to environmental concerns regarding
fracturing.
In its supporting statement, the Proponent specifies that the report “should
include, among other things, use of less toxic fracturing fluids, recycling or reuse of waste fluids,
and other structural or procedural strategies to reduce fracturing hazards.” As explained below,
the substance of the Proposal may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) as it relates to the
Company’s “ordinary business” operations.
Discussion of Reasons for Omission
Rule 14a-8(i)(7) under the Exchange Act permits the exclusion of a shareholder
proposal that deals with matters relating to a company’s “ordinary business” operations. In
Exchange Act Release No. 34-40018 (May 21, 1998) (the “1998 Release”), the Commission
stated:
The policy underlying the ordinary business exclusion rests on two
central considerations. The first relates to the subject matter of the
proposal. Certain tasks are so fundamental to management’s ability
to run a company on a day-to-day basis that they could not, as a
practical matter, be subject to direct shareholder oversight. . . .
However, proposals relating to such matters but focusing on
sufficiently significant social policy issues (e.g., significant
discrimination matters) generally would not be considered to be
excludable, because the proposals would transcend the day-to-day
business matters and raise policy issues so significant that it would
be appropriate for a shareholder vote.
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The second consideration relates to the degree to which the
proposal seeks to “micro-manage” the company by probing too
deeply into matters of a complex nature upon which shareholders,
as a group, would not be in a position to make an informed
judgment. This consideration may come into play in a number of
circumstances, such as where the proposal involves intricate detail,
or seeks to impose specific time-frames or methods for
implementing complex policies.
The Proposal implicates both of the above-described policy considerations of the
“ordinary business” exclusion. Tasks that are fundamental to management’s ability to run the
Company, such as the method of treating a particular wellbore, fall into the category of ordinary
business matters. The Company had 5,829 wells as of December 31, 2008. An integral part of
its business is determining the proper method of completing each of its wells, including whether
to treat a well by fracing and, if so, the appropriate fracing fluids for that wellbore. In making
such determinations, management evaluates a number of factors, including available
technologies to perform the well treatment safely and cost effectively and consistent with
environmental protection and legal and other regulatory requirements.
As set forth in the Company’s Code of Business Conduct, which is publicly
available at www.cabotog.com, the Company’s policy is “to comply fully with the letter and the
spirit of all applicable federal, state, and local environmental protection laws and regulations”
and to conduct its operations “in such a manner as to meet or exceed all Environmental Laws” as
well as all state and federal drilling and completion regulations. Well completion techniques are
inherently based on complex business considerations that are outside the knowledge and
expertise of stockholders. If the Proposal were successful, as a practical matter, it would lead to
active stockholder oversight of the details of the environmental protection principles already
adopted and in place at the Company, particularly with respect to the Company’s ability to
optimize the recovery of oil and natural gas from its wells. Through this Proposal, the Proponent
seeks to micro-manage the Company by probing too deeply into matters of a complex nature
related to a particular aspect of the Company’s business. The specific method of implementing
“potential policies … above and beyond regulatory requirements, to reduce or eliminate hazards
to [the environment] from fracturing” is an exercise of management discretion.
The ability to make such business decisions is fundamental to management’s
ability to run the day-to-day operations of the Company. The Company clearly views its
response to regulatory and public pressure to reduce the impact of is operations on the
environment as an important consideration in the day-to-day operation of its business, as
demonstrated by the Company’s disclosure in its most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K. See
excerpts from the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31,
2008 attached as Exhibit C.
The Proposal seeks to divert resources of the Company to the development of a
report that is not, in management’s judgment, the correct use of such resources. The Company
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believes that the proposal is seeking nothing less than an assessment of the risks and liabilities
associated with the operation of one component of the Company’s natural gas business. Due to
the complex nature of the Company’s business, a report as sweeping as the Proposal requests
would be a monumental task because the Proposal contemplates more detailed information than
the Company already compiles. Preparing such a detailed report would be an onerous task,
requiring analysis of day-to-day management decisions, strategies and plans necessary for the
operation of a large natural gas company. Such an undertaking would necessarily encompass the
Company’s financial budgets, capital expenditure plans, natural gas production plans and shortand long-term business strategies. This is the type of micro-management by stockholders that
the Commission sought to enjoin in the 1998 Release.
In Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14E (“SLB 14E”) the Staff stated that it would no
longer focus on whether a proposal and supporting statement relates to an evaluation of risk.
However, the Staff stated that it will “focus on the subject matter to which the risk pertains or
that gives rise to the risk” and in cases where “a proposal’s underlying subject matter involves
and ordinary business matter to the company, the proposal generally will be excludable under
Rule 14a-8(i)(7).” As discussed above, the underlying subject matter of the Proposal—the
manner in which the Company conducts its fracing activities—relates to ordinary business and
fails to “transcend[] the day-to-day business matters of ordinary business to the company.”
Consistent with the Staff’s position in SLB 14E, the Proposal should be excluded.
The Staff has also indicated that where a proposal requests a report on a specific
aspect of the registrant’s business, the Staff will consider whether the subject matter of the
proposal relates to the conduct of the ordinary business operations. Where it does, such
proposal, although only requiring the preparation of a report, will be excludable. Exchange Act
Release No. 34-20091 (August 16, 1983). The Proposal seeks a report that focuses on a specific
aspect of the Company’s business, fracturing, the subject matter of which is an ordinary business
matter.
In addition, it should be noted that the Company is currently a party to litigation
relating to its activities in areas where fracing has been used. Compliance with the Proponent’s
request—that the Company prepare a report that includes “potential material risks, short or long
term, to the company’s finances or operations, due to environmental concerns regarding
fracturing”—could improperly interfere with the Company’s legal strategy and increase the
Company’s potential exposure to liability. Such a report could be non-privileged and could
potentially be used against the Company in pending litigation.
The Staff has previously acknowledged that a shareholder proposal is properly
excludable under the “ordinary course of business” exception when the subject matter of the
proposal is the same as or similar to that which is at the heart of litigation in which a company is
then involved. See, e.g., AT&T Inc. (February 7, 2008) (proposal requiring the company to
prepare a report on technical, legal and ethical issues pertaining to disclosing customer records to
governmental agencies without a warrant while the company was a defendant in multiple
lawsuits alleging unlawful acts by the company in relation to such disclosures was excluded as
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ordinary business), Reynolds American Inc. (February 10, 2006) (proposal to notify African
Americans of the purported health hazards unique to that community that were associated with
smoking menthol cigarettes while the company was a defendant in a case alleging the company
marketed menthol cigarettes to the African American community was excluded as ordinary
business.); R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Holdings, Inc. (February 6, 2004) (proposal requiring the
company to stop using the terms “light,” “ultralight” and “mild” until shareholders can be
assured through independent research that such brands reduce the risk of smoking-related
diseases was excluded under the ordinary course of business exception because it interfered with
the litigation strategy of a class-action lawsuit on similar matters involving the company); R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Holdings, Inc. (March 6, 2003) (proposal requiring the company to establish a
committee of independent directors to determine the company’s involvement in cigarette
smuggling was excluded under the ordinary course of business exception because it related to the
subject matter of litigation in which the company was named as a defendant).
This result is also consistent with the Staff’s longstanding position that a
company’s decision to institute or defend itself against legal actions and its decisions on how it
will conduct those legal actions are matters relating to its ordinary business operations and within
the exclusive prerogative of management. See, e.g., NetCurrents, Inc. (May 8, 2001) (proposal
requiring the company to bring an action against certain persons was excluded as ordinary
business operations because it related to litigation strategy); Microsoft Corporation (September
15, 2000) (proposal asking the company to sue the federal government on behalf of shareholders
was excluded as ordinary business because it related to the conduct of litigation); Exxon Mobil
Corporation (March 21, 2000) (proposal requesting immediate payment of settlements
associated with the Exxon Valdez oil spill was excluded because it related to litigation strategy
and related decisions); Philip Morris Companies Inc. (February 4, 1997) (proposal
recommending that the company voluntarily implement certain FDA regulations while
simultaneously challenging the legality of those regulations was excluded under the ordinary
course of business exception); Exxon Corporation (December 20, 1995) (proposal requiring the
company to forego any appellate or other rights that it might have in connection with litigation
arising from the Exxon Valdez oil spill was excluded because the Staff reasoned that a
company’s litigation strategy and related decisions are matters relating to the conduct of its
ordinary business operations).
Furthermore, while certain information requested to be included in the report
might not necessarily reveal the Company’s litigation strategy, the provision of such information
nevertheless sidesteps and interferes with the discovery process in such litigation. If, on the
other hand, the Company were to exclude all such information from the report on the basis that it
does reveal the Company’s litigation strategy, along with all of the proprietary information
permitted to be excluded by the Proposal, the required report would contain little or no
substantive information and would thus defeat the stated purpose of the Proposal.
In effect, the Proposal recommends that the Company facilitate the discovery of
the opposing parties in a pending lawsuit at the same time the Company is challenging those
parties’ legal positions or claims. Compliance with the Proposal could improperly interfere with
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Exhibit C
Excerpt from the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K
for the Year Ended December 31, 2008
Item 1. Business (pp. 17 – 18)
Environmental Regulations
General. Our operations are subject to extensive federal, state and local laws and
regulations relating to the generation, storage, handling, emission, transportation and discharge
of materials into the environment. Permits are required for the operation of our various facilities.
These permits can be revoked, modified or renewed by issuing authorities. Governmental
authorities enforce compliance with their regulations through fines, injunctions or both.
Government regulations can increase the cost of planning, designing, installing and operating,
and can affect the timing of installing and operating, oil and gas facilities. Although we believe
that compliance with environmental regulations will not have a material adverse effect on us,
risks of substantial costs and liabilities related to environmental compliance issues are part of oil
and gas production operations. No assurance can be given that significant costs and liabilities
will not be incurred. Also, it is possible that other developments, such as stricter environmental
laws and regulations, and claims for damages to property or persons resulting from oil and gas
production could result in substantial costs and liabilities to us.
The transition zone and shallow-water areas of the U.S. Gulf Coast are
ecologically sensitive. Environmental issues have led to higher drilling costs and a more difficult
and lengthy well permitting process. U.S. laws and regulations applicable to our operations
include those controlling the discharge of materials into the environment, requiring removal and
cleanup of materials that may harm the environment, requiring consistency with applicable
coastal zone management plans, or otherwise relating to the protection of the environment.
Solid and Hazardous Waste. We currently own or lease, and have in the past
owned or leased, numerous properties that were used for the production of oil and gas for many
years. Although operating and disposal practices that were standard in the industry at the time
may have been utilized, it is possible that hydrocarbons or other wastes may have been disposed
of or released on or under the properties currently owned or leased by us. State and federal laws
applicable to oil and gas wastes and properties have become more strict over time. Under these
increasingly stringent requirements, we could be required to remove or remediate previously
disposed wastes (including wastes disposed or released by prior owners and operators) or clean
up property contamination (including groundwater contamination by prior owners or operators)
or to perform plugging operations to prevent future contamination.
We generate some hazardous wastes that are already subject to the Federal
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and comparable state statutes. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has limited the disposal options for certain hazardous
wastes. It is possible that certain wastes currently exempt from treatment as hazardous wastes
may in the future be designated as hazardous wastes under RCRA or other applicable statutes.
We could, therefore, be subject to more rigorous and costly disposal requirements in the future
than we encounter today.
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Superfund. The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), also known as the “Superfund” law, imposes liability, without regard
to fault or the legality of the original conduct, on certain persons with respect to the release of
hazardous substances into the environment. These persons include the owner and operator of a
site and any party that treated or disposed of or arranged for the treatment or disposal of
hazardous substances found at a site. CERCLA also authorizes the EPA, and in some cases,
private parties, to undertake actions to clean up such hazardous substances, or to recover the
costs of such actions from the responsible parties. In the course of business, we have used
materials and generated wastes and will continue to use materials and generate wastes that may
fall within CERCLA’s definition of hazardous substances. We may also be an owner or operator
of sites on which hazardous substances have been released. As a result, we may be responsible
under CERCLA for all or part of the costs to clean up sites where such substances have been
released.
Oil Pollution Act. The Federal Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA) and resulting
regulations impose a variety of obligations on responsible parties related to the prevention of oil
spills and liability for damages resulting from such spills in waters of the United States. The term
“waters of the United States” has been broadly defined to include inland water bodies, including
wetlands and intermittent streams. The OPA assigns liability to each responsible party for oil
removal costs and a variety of public and private damages. We believe that we substantially
comply with the Oil Pollution Act and related federal regulations.
Clean Water Act. The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act) and
resulting regulations, which are primarily implemented through a system of permits, also govern
the discharge of certain contaminants into waters of the United States. Sanctions for failure to
comply strictly with the Clean Water Act are generally resolved by payment of fines and
correction of any identified deficiencies. However, regulatory agencies could require us to cease
construction or operation of certain facilities or to cease hauling wastewaters to facilities owned
by others that are the source of water discharges. We believe that we substantially comply with
the Clean Water Act and related federal and state regulations.
Clean Air Act. Our operations are subject to local, state and federal laws and
regulations to control emissions from sources of air pollution. Payment of fines and correction of
any identified deficiencies generally resolve penalties for failure to comply strictly with air
regulations or permits. Regulatory agencies could also require us to cease construction or
operation of certain facilities or to install additional controls on certain facilities that are air
emission sources. We believe that we substantially comply with the emission standards under
local, state, and federal laws and regulations.
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